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How Often Survey
This is a great way to practice verbs and vocabulary, and provide reading, writing, and interactive
speaking practice.
Instructions:
• In the left-hand column write sentences using verbs and vocabulary the students have been learning.
• At the tops of the columns write in the frequency (how often) words/phrases.
• The teacher can provide sentences for the left-hand column or create sentences together with the
students.
• The teacher should write the survey on the board while students do the same on scrap paper (or you
can provide students with blank survey copies provided below).
• After you have created the survey, have the students go around the room and find another student to
survey. Or you can have them survey several students.
• To survey, they should say each sentence to the other student, and the other student should reply in
Spanish using the frequency word/phrase.
• The student can mark the other student’s answers with an “x” or check mark, or with the student’s
initial if they are surveying several students.
• After the students have surveyed someone else, have them be seated and do the survey together as a
class.
• The teacher should say each sentence aloud and then each of the frequency words/phrases.
• The students should raise their hands for the one that applies to them.
• The teacher then writes how many students there are for each column.
• See below for a blank survey sheet AND to see a sample survey.
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Sample Survey - This sample uses the verbs mirar, usar, abrir, hacer, and subir and vocabulary from
the Spanish for You! Viajes book. You can use any verbs and vocabulary you are working on with your
students.
todos los días

a menudo

a veces

Subo las escaleras
en la casa.
Miro la televisión.
Uso un despertador.
Abro la puerta con
una llave.
Subo en un avión.
Uso una mochila.
Hago una pizza.
Miro el arte en un
museo.
Hago una maleta.

todos los días (toe-dose los dee-ahs) = every day
a menudo (ah meh-noo-doe) = often

a veces (ah beh-ses) = sometimes
nunca (noon-kah) = never
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nunca
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Sample Blank Survey
todos los días

a menudo
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a veces

nunca

